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Abstract A critical problem in software development is the monitoring, control and

improvement in the processes of software developers. Software processes are often not

explicitly modeled, and manuals to support the development work contain abstract

guidelines and procedures. Consequently, there are huge differences between ‘actual’ and

‘official’ processes: ‘‘the actual process is what you do, with all its omissions, mistakes,

and oversights. The official process is what the book, i.e., a quality manual, says you are

supposed to do’’ (Humphrey in A discipline for software engineering. Addison-Wesley,

New York, 1995). Software developers lack support to identify, analyze and better

understand their processes. Consequently, process improvements are often not based on an

in-depth understanding of the ‘actual’ processes, but on organization-wide improvement

programs or ad hoc initiatives of individual developers. In this paper, we show that, based

on particular data from software development projects, the underlying software develop-

ment processes can be extracted and that automatically more realistic process models can

be constructed. This is called software process mining (Rubin et al. in Process mining

framework for software processes. Software process dynamics and agility. Springer Berlin,

Heidelberg, 2007). The goal of process mining is to better understand the development

processes, to compare constructed process models with the ‘official’ guidelines and

procedures in quality manuals and, subsequently, to improve development processes.

This paper reports on process mining case studies in a large industrial company in The

Netherlands. The subject of the process mining is a particular process: the change control

board (CCB) process. The results of process mining are fed back to practice in order to

subsequently improve the CCB process.
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1 Introduction

Software development is a discipline of increasing complexity, caused by both technology

pushes and increased market and consumer needs for innovative software applications.

Software development reflects a large variety of processes, of which many are difficult to

define and consequently difficult to improve. Over the last decades, process assessment and

improvement have become major topics in the software development domain (Humphrey

1995), (SEI 2006), and (Trienekens et al. 2009).

An important characteristic of software development is its mix of creative and routine-

based development activities. Creative activities, such as functional and technical design,

are often carried out in a flexible and unstructured way, ad hoc supported by computer-

aided software engineering (CASE) methods, techniques and tools. Routine-based

activities are carried out in a structured and repetitive way and are often supported by

structured guidelines and procedures, which are specified in quality manuals. Examples of

routine-based activities are peer reviewing, code testing and change request processing

(SEI 2006).

Documents and files that are produced during software development are collected and

stored in information systems, e.g., in software configuration management (SCM) sys-

tems. In these systems, also data on the development processes are stored, such as data on

the tasks or activities carried out by the developers, and data on the creation and the

changes on the documents and files. SCM systems act as a support for the monitoring

and control of the development processes, e.g., to plan and coordinate the various

development activities.

This paper will discuss the usage of data from SCM systems to analyze and improve a

particular routine-based and repetitive software development process. Based on sets of

well-prepared data, the underlying ‘actual’ processes will be extracted and process models

will be constructed automatically. This is called software process mining (Rubin et al.

2007). Process mining has proven to be a valuable approach that provides new and

objective insights into the way processes are actually carried out within organizations

(Weijters et al. 2006). Process mining has been developed in domains with structured and

less structured processes, as in hospitals where the data of all kinds of information systems

are used. In software development, many creative processes are less structured, but in

particular, the data of routine-based, i.e., structured and repetitive, processes are suitable

for process mining.

The process that is subject to process mining in this paper is the control flow of a CCB

in a large industrial organization in The Netherlands. This CCB is an organizational unit

that handles change requests that are identified during software development. The control

flow reflects the tasks and their dependency relations, which are carried out by the CCB.

The ‘official’ CCB process is specified in the quality manuals of the company. After

discovery and construction of the ‘actual’ process model, using process mining, this

process model will be compared with the ‘official’ process, and the differences will be

discussed with the software development teams. Based on the outcomes of these discus-

sions, concrete process improvement actions can be determined.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief overview is given of the

background and related research. Section 3 gives information on the software projects and

the ‘official’ CCB process, such as specified in the quality manuals of the company that

should be followed in these projects. After presenting the data available and the prepa-

ration of these data in Section 4, Section 5 will discuss the construction of ‘actual’ process

models of the CCB process. Section 6 finalizes the paper with conclusions.
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2 Background and related research

Software process improvement can currently be accomplished through various approaches,

methods and techniques. A commonly accepted mainstream in software process

improvement focuses on the assessment (Dorling 1993) and subsequent improvement in

software development processes, e.g., capability maturity model integration (CMMI) (SEI

2006). Different SPI domains are recognized, such as a project management, engineering, a

support and an organizational domain. In CMMI assessments, strengths and weaknesses of

so-called key process areas are investigated by means of interviews and document studies.

Subsequently, organization-wide improvement programs are determined (Trienekens et al.

2009). Although valuable results have been achieved in SPI, no explicit models of ‘actual’

development processes are being constructed. It is therefore questionable whether an

in-depth understanding of particular ‘actual’ software processes can be achieved.

To model software processes explicitly, process mining offers interesting opportunities.

Process mining has already been applied in different industrial domains (van der Aalst and

Weijters 2005; van Beest and Maruster 2007). In the software industry, the behavior of

development processes is being investigated from different points of view (Cook and Wolf

1998). More recent mining research has addressed the different types of process mining

approaches and techniques (van der Aalst et al. 2003) and has resulted in a process mining

framework for software processes (Rubin et al. 2007). Different aspects of processes have

been addressed, such as the control aspect (capturing the order in which activities or tasks

are executed), the information aspect (capturing the data, documents and information

needed and produced by a task) and the organization aspect that captures which persons in

which role execute a task.

Well-defined and structurally stored data about these process aspects act as a basis for

process mining. To mine the different aspects of software development processes, different

algorithms can be used. The ProM framework (van Dongen et al. 2005) offers a variety of

process mining algorithms. ProM also provides interfaces to extract information from

different sources, including SCM systems. Process mining algorithms can then be applied

to discover the underlying processes of the available data and to construct automatically

explicit process models. Depending on the mining goals, ProM offers algorithms for the

mining of different aspects, e.g., control flow, resources, performance, organization. Fur-

ther, a distinction can be made between ProM algorithms that focus on the main behavior

of processes and are robust to exceptions and noise, and algorithms that focus on particular

process details. Also, the verification of constructed process models is supported by pro-

cess mining algorithms, captured in so-called plug-ins. Examples are the conformance

checker and the performance sequence diagram plug-ins (Rozinat and van der Aalst 2008).

Table 1 is an example of a so-called event log. This event log contains information from

a SCM system about the activities that have been performed by particular software

developers in an ‘actual’ situation. Also, information on the start and the completion of

activities, i.e., the event type, is given in the Table, and for each activity a timestamp.

Until recently, the information on these event logs was rarely used to analyze and

construct ‘actual’ software processes. Originally, these data were used for e.g., the mea-

surement of project activities, e.g., the amount of produced failures, and for the detection

and prediction of changes in the code. However, in process mining, these data can be used

to discover underlying software process models, to analyze, model and subsequently

improve them. The event log in Table 1 is suitable for ‘control flow-oriented’ process

mining, i.e., to discover the underlying process model that reflects the order in which the

activities are executed. The information on the timestamp of an event and its originator
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(the person having triggered its occurrence) can be used to derive information about the

underlying process also from other perspectives (Rubin et al. 2007).

From the control-flow perspective, the event log in Table 1 contains information about

five cases. A case is a software component that follows a sequence of activities. Each

activity is executed by an originator (a resource or (a set of) person(s) involved in a

sequence of activities). This event log shows that for four cases (1, 2, 3 and 4), the

activities A, B, C and D have been executed. For the fifth case, only three activities are

executed: activities A, E and D. Each case starts with the execution of A and ends with the

execution of D. If activity B is executed, then also activity C is executed. However, for

some cases, activity C is executed before activity B.

Only for activity E, the start and complete events are registered. For all other activities,

only the start event is registered. Based on the information shown in Table 1 and assuming

that the cases are representative and a sufficiently large subset of cases is observed, process

mining techniques can be used to construct a process model such as presented in Fig. 1.

The process starts with activity A and finishes with activity D. After executing A, there

is a choice between either executing B and C in parallel or just executing activity E. Using

the timestamp and resource (i.e., originator) information, it is possible to mine other

process perspective such as performance and resources.

Different process model mining algorithms are available, and many of them are

implemented in the ProM framework (van Dongen et al. 2005). As an illustration of the

mining technique, we shortly discuss the ideas as implemented in the heuristic mining tool

(the tool used in this paper). To find a process model on the basis of an event log, the log

should be analyzed for causal dependencies, e.g., if an activity is always followed by

another activity, it is likely that there is a causal relation between both activities.

Table 1 Example of a event log
Case id Activity Event type Originator Time stamp

Case 1 Activity A Start John 9-3-2004:15.01

Case 2 Activity A Start John 9-3-2004:15.12

Case 3 Activity A Start Sue 9-3-2004:16.03

Case 3 Activity B Start Carol 9-3-2004:16.07

Case 1 Activity B Start Mike 9-3-2004:18.25

Case 1 Activity C Start John 10-3-2004:9.23

Case 2 Activity C Start Mike 10-3-2004:10.34

Case 4 Activity A Start Sue 10-3-2004:10.35

Case 2 Activity B Start John 10-3-2004:12.34

Case 2 Activity D Start Pete 10-3-2004:12.50

Case 5 Activity A Start Sue 10-3-2004:13.05

Case 4 Activity C Start Carol 11-3-2004:10.12

Case 1 Activity D Start Pete 11-3-2004:10.14

Case 3 Activity C Start Sue 11-3-2004:10.44

Case 3 Activity D Start Pete 11-3-2004:11.03

Case 4 Activity B Start Sue 11-3-2004:11.18

Case 5 Activity E Start Clare 11-3-2004:12.22

Case 5 Activity E Complete Clare 11-3-2004:13.17

Case 5 Activity D Start Clare 11-3-2004:14.34

Case 4 Activity D Start Pete 11-3-2004:15.56
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To analyze these relations, we introduce the so-called direct following frequency metric
(notation #X [ Y). Consider for example the event traces of the log of Table 1: ABCD;

ACBD; ABCD; ACBD; AED. In this example, #A [ B = 2 because there are 2 instances

of A directly followed by B. The dependency measurement between two events X and Y

(notation X ? Y) is defined as (#X [ Y - #Y [ X)/(#X [ Y ? #Y [ X ? 1). In other

words, the number of positive observation (#X [ Y) minus the number of negative

observations (#Y [ X) divided by the number of observations plus 1. That means that in

the example log A ? B = (2 - 0)/(2 ? 1) = 0.66. The intuition behind the plus 1 is to

make the measurement sensitive for the number of positive observations. That is the reason

that the dependency between A and B is relatively low (0.66). In a more realistic setting,

event logs contain much more material and dependencies will get values close to 1 (see

also the discovered CCB process model in Sect. 5.1). However, realistic event logs can also

contain some errors. In (Weijters et al. 2006), it is illustrated how the dependency mea-

surement in combination with some heuristics can be used to construct a complete process

model with Split/Join information. In Fig. 1, the mining result of the heuristic mining

algorithm for the event log of Table 1 is presented.

In many real-life development situations, event logs with process information as in the

foregoing example, see Fig. 1, are not directly available. Event logs often contain either

too many details or very specific information on different aspects of software processes

(Rubin et al. 2007). However, it often is possible to combine information from different

sources to construct useful event logs. In order to achieve a useful data set, data preparation

has to be carried out, in that the quality of the available data has to be examined and

improved (Witten and Frank 2005). After presenting some background information about

the case study and the ‘actual’ and ‘official’ CCB process in the next section, the data

preparation will be discussed in Sect. 4.

3 The case studies: software projects and their CCB process

The projects under study are middleware embedded-software projects of an industrial

company in the Netherlands. The company develops software components for consumer

electronic devices, which are going to be released in the near future. Over the past years,

the company reached level 3 of the CMMI (SEI 2006). This means that the organization is

capable of defining its software development processes and interrelated activities. On this

level of maturity, these activities can be specified, examined and measured, and data can be

collected and stored in a structured and accurate way. This kind of data offers opportunities

for the application of process mining.

A

B

C D

E

AND

XOR

Fig. 1 An ‘actual’ process
model as a result of process
mining from the control-flow
perspective
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3.1 The complexity of the ‘actual’ CCB process

The ‘actual’ CCB process in ten software projects will be discovered and analyzed. The

different types of updates of the software components, called releases and versions, make

the software development processes in the projects very complex. For instance, a previous

version of a device does not have to be necessarily completed in order to start the

development of a next version. In addition, the development activities for the different

releases and versions are often run in parallel. SCM systems are used to keep track of all

the software components and their versions. The components and versions are called

configuration items (CIs). The migration of a CI from one software version to the next one

in the software development process is based on change requests. The CCB analyzes these

change requests and tracks them in order to monitor their status, to plan necessary activities

in the project and to predict outcomes of the development processes. The product and

process complexity of the projects stresses the high importance of an efficient and effective

CCB process. To discuss the application of process mining in detail, one of the projects

(called project P) is selected. In the following section, the ‘official’ CCB process will be

presented that is used in the software development projects. This ‘official’ process is

derived from the guidelines and procedures in the quality manuals of the company.

3.2 The ‘official’ CCB process as derived from the quality manuals

The CCB coordinates changes made to the CIs. The CCB tracks and records the status of

each change request from its entry until its exit from the CCB process. The change requests

are further referred to as defects. The responsible departments for requirements engi-

neering and programming carry out the tasks in this process. The role of the CCB is to

distribute tasks related to the required change of the CIs and evaluate the outcomes of the

executed tasks with respect to the request.

The structure of the CCB process is sequential with possible rework if a task fails, see

Fig. 2. The tasks are not executed in parallel, and each task is completed before the next

task starts.

The flow of tasks of the CCB process is as follows:

Task 1. The CI’s defect is detected and submitted. The developer assigns attributes to the

defect (e.g., priority, severity). Based on the importance, the defect is either:

A. further evaluated by the CCB (Task 2).

B. or the defect will directly start with the Analysis task (Task 3).

Task 2. The CCB analyzes the defect and sends it to the required task depending on the

need (Analysis, Resolution, Evaluation or Concluded task), with the following

possibilities:

C. The defect is redirected to the Concluded task in case the defect is found

duplicated, expected to be fixed in a next release, or out of the scope of the

functionality required.

D. The defect is redirected to tasks Analysis, Resolution or Evaluation
depending on the need.

Task 3. The task, i.e., Analysis, Resolution or Evaluation, starts to handle the CIs. When

the task is completed, one of the four possibilities is chosen:
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E. If the task’s execution is successful, then an important defect is directed to

the CCB and it waits to be redirected again to the next task (it returns to

Task 2).

F. If the task’s execution is successful, then a less important defect continues

with the next logical task, for instance after Analysis it can be Resolution.

G. If the task was not successfully executed, then an important defect is

returned to the CCB for a re-evaluation (Task 2).

H. If the task was not successfully executed, then a less important defect is

handled again by the same task (Task 3).

Task 4. Once all the tasks of the CCB process have been successfully carried out, the

pattern of the defect is closed.

1.

Submit
(start)

(start)

Submit
(complete)

CCB 
evaluation

CCB 
evaluation

3.

Analysis

start

Analysis
(complete)

3.

Resolution

Resolution

3.

Evaluation

Evaluation

4.

Concluded

Concluded

A 

B 

C 

D 

D 

D 

F

F

H

H

H

F

E, G

E, G

E, G

(start)

(start)(start)

(start)

(start)

(complete)

(complete)

(complete)

(complete)

2.

Fig. 2 The ‘official’ CCB
process model
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Based on the quality manual of the company X, the tasks of the CCB process are

described as follows:

3.2.1 Submit task

The task is performed by a tester. During the task, a defect is submitted and it receives an

identification number in the CCB system.

3.2.2 CCB Evaluation task

The task is performed by the change control board (CCB). During the task, the CCB

evaluates properties of the defect (e.g., severity, priority). Based on these properties, a pre-

selection of defects is made and a decision of the next steps is taken. Also, results of the

tasks Analysis, Resolution and Evaluation are analyzed with respect to major defects.

3.2.3 Analysis task

The task is performed by an analyst assigned by the CCB. During the task, a solution for

the request submitted is identified. This includes reconstruction of the problem for a

problem report, proposed technical solution (with possible alternatives when applicable)

for the change request or problem report, estimation of the change impact on the project

and the system and identification of all components affected by the handled defect.

3.2.4 Resolution task

The task is performed by a coder or programmer. The defect is being resolved based on the

solution identified during Analysis. The programmer also ensures that all relevant docu-

mentation and code are updated accordingly.

3.2.5 Evaluation task

The task is performed by a verifier. During the task, outcomes of the Resolution task are

evaluated with respect to the change requested. Also, a decision is made whether the

handled defect needs rework (e.g., because the implementation is incomplete or incorrect)

or the handling of the defect is complete.

3.2.6 Concluded task

The task is performed by the CCB. During the task, the defect is closed and the final status

of the defect is reported to the original initiator. The changed documentation and code are

correctly archived in the repository.

The process model is shown in Fig. 2, where labels are assigned based on the foregoing

description. The numbers represent the tasks; the characters A to H represent the transitions

between the tasks.

This ‘official’ CCB process model will be compared with ‘actual’ CCB process models.

Regarding this ‘actual’ CCB process model, the data preparation will be described in

Sect. 4, and the analysis and the construction of this ‘actual’ CCB process model will be

presented in Sect. 5.
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4 The case studies: the available data and the data preparation

The development team of the project P collects data in a status database in order to be

able to control the development process and to predict its outcomes. A quality assurance

specialist creates copies of the status database content on a weekly basis. Such a copy is

called a snapshot of the CCB database. The snapshots provide the data for the creation of

an event log, which serves as input to the process mining. One of the research questions

was whether it is possible to use such data to discover and construct underlying process

models, since the quality of the data is crucial for a successful application of process

mining. In the next section, we describe the transformation and cleaning process from the

snapshots of the CCB database into an event log. Notice that this transformation and

cleaning process can take 60–80% of the time of the whole mining process (Witten and

Frank 2005).

4.1 The available data

As indicated before, information about a defect and its status during the CCB process is

stored in a database of the SCM system. The defects have been discovered during veri-

fication, and validation activities. Every database record describes the defect by its attri-

butes and timestamps. The snapshots contain the information of the SCM system on a

weekly basis. Table 2 shows three example snapshots and their changes over a period of

3 months.

The snapshots follow the evolution of the handling of the defects by the CCB. The

evolution is captured in the field CrStatus that stores the information of the current status of

a particular defect. Each snapshot contains a record for each defect that is described by four

types of data fields:

1 The History Date and Subsystem data fields provide the general reference about the

snapshot; they describe the date of the snapshot and the subsystem database from which

the snapshot was taken.

2 Problem_nr together with the Subsystem data field uniquely identifies the defect.

3 The Priority, Severity, Request_type, CrStatus and Team fields describe the attributes

of the defect.

4 The dates of start and complete are stored in the corresponding fields (e.g., the start
event of the Analysis is stored in Analysis (started) field) and the Modify time field

stores the date of the last change of the CI’s status.

4.2 Data preparation: from snapshots to event log

The snapshots capture the evolution of the defects, i.e., the changes of the defect status, in

time. This information has been used as the input for the mining of the underlying ‘actual’

process that handles the defects. The first step is the transformation of the available data

into an event log. Then, the event log is used as an input for process mining. In this section,

we describe the necessary transformation of the data fields in the snapshots into an event

log. First, we start with a description of the data structure of an event log.

Data structure of an event log:

• Case identifier. Cases (or instances) are items that are handled by a process [1]. Here, a

defect is considered as a case, and the Problem_nr is the case identifier.
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Table 2 An example of snap-
shot records of Defect nr. 2714

Data field Value

(a) August 22, 2007

History date 22-08-07

Subsystem SUB1

Problem nr 2714

Priority Medium

Severity B

Request type PR

CrStatus In_resolution

Team TEAM1

Submit (start) 04-09-06

Submit (complete) 04-09-06

Analysis (start) 18-01-07

Analysis (complete) 27-03-07

Resolution (start) 02-04-07

Resolution (complete)

Evaluation (start)

Evaluation (complete)

Modify time 02-05-07

(b) September 26, 2007

History date 26-09-07

Subsystem SUB1

Problem nr 2714

Priority Medium

Severity B

Request type PR

CrStatus In_resolution

Team TEAM1

Submit (start) 04-09-06

Submit (complete) 04-09-06

Analysis (start) 18-01-07

Analysis (complete) 27-03-07

Resolution (start) 02-04-07

Resolution (complete)

Evaluation (start)

Evaluation (complete)

Modify time 05-09-07

(c) October 22, 2007

History date 22-10-07

Subsystem SUB1

Problem nr 2714

Priority Medium

Severity B

Request type PR

CrStatus Concluded
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• Tasks are executed when they handle a case during a process. Tasks have been derived

from the CrStatus field. A change in the status of a task is an event. In the snapshots,

only the event types start and complete are used. Possible other event types such as

suspend or resume are not used in the snapshots.

• Timestamps are points in time of each event that is executed during the handling of a

case in a process. The necessary timestamps have been extracted from the fields in the

snapshots that store time information.

• Resources are persons that are involved in the execution of each task during the

handling of a case in the process. This information has been derived from the Team
field in the snapshots.

• Case-related attributes are attributes that can enrich mined process models and/or can

play a role in process mining from different perspectives. Regarding the CCB process

of project P, the defined case-related attributes are derived from the Priority, Severity
and Request_type fields.

At first sight, it seems relatively simple to transform the snapshots into a corresponding

event log. However, a number of problems occurred. The following problems were

detected: missing fields in records, incorrect event sequences and absent information about

tasks and events. Some of these problems are caused by the possibility to overwrite and/or

delete information in the SCM system. For instance, each Submit, Analysis, Evaluation and

Resolution status change has a timestamp assigned to its start and complete event, see

Table 2. Any status change is a result of an event. At each start event of such a task, the

corresponding data field in the database is filled in. When the execution of the task is

successful, also the timestamp of the complete event is recorded. In the case of a failure of

a task, the corresponding timestamp of the start event is removed. For example, if the

execution of the Analysis task was not successful, the data field Analysis (started) is set to

be empty. Depending on the moment snapshots are taken, this can for instance result in an

incomplete event pattern like Analysis (start), Analysis (start), Analysis (complete). A

possible explanation is the following snapshots collection: Analysis (start) [snapshot 1],

Analysis (complete) [missing], Analysis (start) [snapshot 2], Analysis (complete) [snapshot

3]. As indicated, the following problems were detected: missing fields in records, incorrect

event sequences and absent information about tasks and events. These three problems have

been dealt with as follows.

Table 2 continued
Data field Value

Team TEAM1

Submit (start) 04-09-06

Submit (complete) 04-09-06

Analysis (start) 18-01-07

Analysis (complete) 27-03-07

Resolution (start) 02-04-07

Resolution (complete) 17-10-07

Evaluation (start)

Evaluation (complete)

Modify time 19-10-07
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4.2.1 Problem 1: missing fields in records

The snapshots contain the cumulative defects submitted to the CCB. However, records in

snapshots have been identified, which contained these cumulative numbers, while sub-

sequent snapshots did not have these numbers. To improve the quality of the data, such

records have been excluded from the analysis, as they were apparently considered not to be

defects.

4.2.2 Problem 2: incorrect sequences of events

Table 3 lists the incorrect sequences together with the (simple) strategies, which have been

used to correct them. Missing start and complete events have been introduced to enhance

the completeness of the data. It has to be emphasized that these strategies are only possible

due to the known fact that the activities within the CCB process do not run in parallel and

that a previous task is completed before the next one starts.

When performing the resolving steps described in Table 3, also artificial timestamps

have been assigned to newly introduced events. As an event for a task is recorded, the task

was actually executed. Hence, the artificial events of such tasks do not create any new tasks

that were not performed. In this case, no start and no complete event of a task was

recorded, and the task was not executed (i.e., skipped). For the sequences described in

Table 3 Possible incorrect sequences of events and strategies for fixing these situations

Incorrect sequence Resolving strategy Number
of inserted
events

Two consecutive start events coming
from different tasks, e.g., A and B.
Example: A (start), B (start)

An artificial complete event has been introduced
between both start events. The artificial event
will belong to the task of the first start event.
Example: A (start), A (complete), B (start)

2

Two consecutive start start events
coming from the same task but
having different time stamps.
Example: A (start), A (start)

Both events have been considered as two
separate executions of the same task, and
the same strategy has been applied as in the
previous case, i.e., we introduced an artificial
complete event between them.
Example: A (start), A (complete), A (start)

12

Two consecutive complete events
coming from different tasks.
Example: A (complete), B (complete)

An artificial start event has been introduced
between the two complete events. The
artificial event will belong to the task
of the second complete event.
Example: A (complete), B (start), B (complete)

608

Two consecutive complete events
coming from equal tasks but having
different time stamps.
Example: A (complete), A (complete)

Both events are being considered as two
separate executions of the same task and
introduced an artificial start event between
the two complete events.
Example: A (complete), A (start), A (complete)

0

The start event of a task followed
by the complete event
from a different task.
Example: A (start), B (complete)

Two artificial events have been introduced: first,
the complete event of the first task and then
the start event of the second task.
Example: A (start), A (complete), B (start),
B (complete)

0
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the first four rows in Table 3, the timestamps from the timestamp of the previous event

have been calculated with plus 30 min. As for the cases described in the last row of the

table, the timestamp of the artificial complete event has been calculated from the timestamp

of the start event plus 20 min and the timestamp of the artificial start event plus 40 min.

The problems and the solutions were evaluated with the quality assurance specialist.

Although the throughput time of a case is not affected by the introduction of artificial time

stamps, the disadvantage of artificial timestamps is that a detailed performance analysis

(e.g., process bottlenecks identification, execution and waiting times, etc.) may become

unreliable. However, a detailed performance analysis is out of the scope of this paper.

4.2.3 Problem 3: absent information about tasks and events

Since the snapshots do not log processes, the data miss explicit information about per-

formed tasks and events. The change in a defect’s status is a result of an activity performed

on the defect. Hence, tasks have been derived from the current status of a particular defect

in a snapshot (i.e., from the CrStatus data field in the snapshot). The identification of the

tasks Submit, Analysis, Resolution and Evaluation is straightforward. A defect is consid-

ered to be handled by the CCB evaluation tasks when the CrStatus of the defect is one of

the following: Duplicate, On Hold, Later Release, Not reproducible or Rejected (as these

status values are only assigned during the CCB evaluation). The Concluded task is iden-

tified when the CrStatus is equal to Concluded. The Modify time field has been used for

retrieving the Concluded and CCB evaluation task’s timestamp, see Table 2. Unsuccessful

executions of the task Analysis, Resolution and Evaluation are respectively recorded as

Analysis failed, Resolution failed and Evaluation failed values of the CrStatus field.

In making these changes, and indeed in the entire process mining approach, we assume

that the activities as carried out in practice can be mapped in a reasonable fashion to the

data available. This firstly implies that no other type of activities are carried out that are

relevant for the CCB process. Given the long experience with this type of process, this

seems a reasonable assumption. A second assumption is that these activities are carried out

as specified. This is a less reasonable assumption. One can easily imagine that during

analysis, the solution is identified and found to be so obvious that the resolution task is

carried out straight away. In the data, this can then be recorded by a complete data

sequence, but it also could explain some of the missing data. For instance, a sequence ‘‘A

(start), B (complete)’’ could indicate such a case where the start of analysis and the

completion of the resolution are entered and the intermediate data are kept blank since they

are perceived to be not relevant. However, this almost never occurred in the data. Simi-

larly, the sequence ‘‘A (start), A (complete), B (complete)’’ can refer to such a situation

where the start of the resolution activity is noted, but the not so relevant information on the

completion of the analysis task is left out. In fact, in the data, we do find that the second

sequence occurred often (see Table 3). This can indicate a normal omission in data

recording, but it can also indicate a case where sequentially defined activities are carried

out jointly. The techniques we used are incapable of identifying which is true, but the

analysis of missing data does suggest that this deviation between prescribed and executed

process could occur. Validation of this suspicion requires checking with the developers. In

the remainder of the analysis, we will not focus on this potential problem and focus on

what can be learned from the cleaned data.

After correction, it was possible to identify 8,832 cases in total. After filtering out the

cases which do not start with a Submit task, and the cases which do not end with a
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Concluded task, an event log with 6,870 cases remains. This event log has been used to

mine the process model of the ‘actual’ CCB process.

5 Analyzing and constructing the ‘actual’ CCB process

For discovering the ‘actual’ CCB process model from the event log, process mining

algorithms from ProM 5.0 have been used (van Dongen et al. 2005). This ‘actual’ process

model is compared with the ‘official’ CCB process model. The differences between these

models are discussed with the development teams, and subsequently, improvement actions

are determined.

5.1 The discovered ‘actual’ CCB process model of project P

The goal of process mining in the project P was to use the event log with the 6,870

completed cases to discover the ‘actual’ way of working, i.e., the control flow, of the

software developers in the CCB process. Based on the data that have been used and the

problems identified in Sect. 4, the heuristic mining algorithm of ProM has been selected

to mine the underlying CCB process from a control-flow perspective. This heuristic

algorithm is relatively robust and has options to focus on the main behavior of a process,

instead of trying to model the full details of the behavior of a process (Weijters et al.

2006).

Figure 3 presents the discovered ‘actual’ CCB process model that has been constructed

by using the heuristic algorithm of ProM. Two numbers label each transition from one task

to another. The upper number in the figure describes the reliability of the transition. The

reliability scale goes from 0 to 1, where 1 represents the highest reliability. It has to be

noticed that the transition becomes more reliable when the transaction is support by more

cases (i.e., if only one case shows this behavior, the reliability is very low). The lower

number describes the number of cases that have passed the transition. For example, the

transition from Submit to Analysis is reliable (1), and 2,081 cases have passed this tran-

sition, see Fig. 3.

By using the default parameters of the heuristic mining algorithm, only the main

dependency relations are presented. It has to be emphasized that the information can be

incomplete because the available data, i.e., the snapshots, were taken on a weekly basis.

The following differences between the control-flow paths in the ‘actual’ CCB process

model, in comparison with the ‘official’ CCB process, have been identified. The first one is

the (illegal) direct transfer of a case from the tasks Analysis to Evaluation that was

followed by 0.74% (51) of the cases. The second one, and definitely more important, is the

(also illegal) transfer from the tasks Submit to Resolution, without passing the task

Analysis. This skipping of the task Analysis was followed by 70% (4,779) of the cases.

This was confirmed by a conformance check. The aim of conformance checking (Rozinat

and van der Aalst 2008) is to test how much of the behavior captured in the event log (see

Sect. 4; Fig. 3) is in compliance with a process model. We use this technique to compare

the event log with the ‘official’ CCB process model, see Fig. 2. In other words, the

conformance checking detects mismatches between the discovered process model and the

logged execution of the process such as expressed in the event log. The result was that only

2,035 out of the 6,870 cases (i.e., 30%) in the event log were fully compliant with the

defined ‘official’ CCB process.
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Since the Analysis task is considered as one of the most important tasks in the CCB

process, skipping this task to this extent is very surprising, and further analysis of this

phenomenon is urgently needed.

5.2 Control-flow patterns

The event log has also been analyzed using the Performance Sequence Diagram algorithm

(or ProM plug-in). This plug-in provides information about what sequences of activities,

i.e., patterns, in the process are common and what sequences are less frequent. The analysis

shows that although there are 45 different sequences, most of the behavior of the cases

(6,699 or 97.5%) can be described by two (most common) sequences. The illegal sequence

1 is described by the sequence Submit ? Resolution ? Evaluation ? Concluded and

covers 4,742 cases. Sequence 2, which is legal, describes the behavior of handling 1,957

cases in the following sequence: Submit ? Analysis ? Resolution ? Evaluation ?
Concluded.

Submit
(start)

Submit
(complete)

1
6870

CCB evaluation
(start)

CCB evaluation
(complete)

0.949
57

Analysis
(start)

Analysis
(complete)

0.973
2142

Resolution
(start)

Resolution
(complete)

0.917
6845

Evaluation
(start)

Evaluation
(complete)

0.933
6893

Concluded
(start)

Concluded
(complete)

1
2081

0.929
9

0.95
22

0.957
22

1
2018

1
6864

0.973
19

0.917
11

0.933
18

1
6799

0.974
38 1

4779

0.982
51

1
6870

Fig. 3 The ‘actual’ CCB process
model discovered with the ProM
heuristic mining algorithm
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5.3 Feedback to the development team on the results of project P

After discovering the ‘real’ process model using process mining in the previous sections,

several differences between the mined and documented model were revealed. These dif-

ferences could result from various situations. The type of the situation is not recognized

automatically; it requires involvement of a process owner. That means that process mining

results are a starting point for further analysis and must be fed back to the development

team. Hence, it is not possible to make a decision regarding the process without under-

standing circumstances that may influence its execution and cause the differences between

the documented and the mined process model. Based on such analysis, it is decided

whether the difference is a result of an exceptional or systematic behavior and which of the

models—documented or mined—is ‘wrong’. This discussion, however, requires further

research, and it is beyond the scope of this paper.

In particular, the main result of the process mining, i.e., the discovery of the skipping of the

task Analysis, has been discussed with the development team of project P. The high per-

centage (70%) of cases following the path from the task Submit directly to the task Resolution,

skipping Analysis, could indicate that this is rather common behavior not an exception.

The responsible manager of the project P explained at first that the tight schedule and

not having enough managerial commitment to follow the ‘official’ CCB process played a

role in allowing deviations from that ‘official’ process. Project P was a fixed price project,

and due to a slow start-up, it had ‘wasted’ a significant part of its budget. For that reason, it

was decided to ‘ease’ on ‘official’ CCB tasks where these would not influence the final

quality or the timely delivery (to be decided by the developers themselves). Furthermore, it

was argued that project P was transferred from a CMM level 3 organization to a joint

venture with an external development party.

A more in-depth analysis of the cases that skipped the task Analysis with the project

team showed that almost half of these cases (2,123) were so-called implementation

requests. That means that these cases were not defects in terms of errors, but implemen-

tation requests for various functional specifications. Such implementation requests may not

require analysis and may be resolved directly. However, this is not explicitly mentioned in

the ‘official’ CCB process description. Regarding the other half of the cases, it appeared

that the task Analysis was usually skipped if a defect was considered to be ‘simple’ and the

solution of it to be straightforward. This behavior appeared to be allowed for particular

circumstances and under certain conditions (also to be decided by the developers them-

selves). These particular circumstances and certain conditions were not explicitly men-

tioned in the ‘official’ CCB process.

The researchers finally suggested to the development team that it should include these

circumstances and conditions in the ‘official’ CCB process description (i.e., in the quality

manual) and as such to improve the ‘official’ process on the basis of the mined ‘actual’

CCB process model.

A possible occurrence of joint task execution has also been discussed with developers.

In case of straightforward solutions, a defect was indeed sometimes resolved without

completing the Analysis task first. That means, a number of defects followed an uniden-

tified process path. In that case, the defects were processed during a new concatenated task.

Even though concatenating Analysis and Resolution was not defined in the quality manual,

such behavior was not necessarily considered to be illegal. Non-critical defects whose

solution is considered to be simple and straightforward could be resolved immediately. The

approach was proposed to reduce bureaucracy during the development process. Never-

theless, it would be recommended to use this scenario consciously and only if certain
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conditions are met. These conditions then also need to be explicitly defined in the quality

manual.

To verify the information on the specific characteristics of project P, which had been

received from the project team, it was decided to investigate the event logs of nine other

projects in the same software development organization. In particular, the skipping of the

task Analysis in the ‘actual’ CCB processes of these projects has been investigated.

5.4 Projects P1 to P9: mining results regarding the skipping of the task Analysis

In the projects P1 to P9, the same ‘official’ CCB process from the quality manuals has been

used by the developers. For each project, the available data have been prepared similar to

the data preparation in project P, leading to nine separate event logs. Process mining was

done on these event logs for each of the projects separately and not on the data set as a

whole, as the goal was not to get insight into ‘one overall actual’ CCB process, but to

provide feedback on the differences between the ‘actual’ CCB processes to the distinct

development teams.

Also, in the nine projects, the heuristic miner plug-in of ProM has been used to discover

the ‘actual’ CCB process models. The results are similar to the main result of the mining of

the event log from project P. In each of the projects P1 to P9, it appeared that the Analysis
task was NOT executed in a considerable amount of the cases. In Table 4, this main mining

result is presented.

5.5 Feedback to the development team on the results of the nine projects

As can be seen in Table 4, the skipping of the task Analysis takes place often. In total, it

occurs in 50% of cases. Apparently, project P was not such a special project after all, and

probably, a more fundamental cause for the deviations from the ‘official’ CCB path has to

be identified. Confronting the development teams with these data resulted in an acceptance

of the seriousness of the deviation, the necessity to do further research on the mining of the

CCB processes and to subsequently improve the ‘official’ CCB process of the company.

It is interesting that it took the mining results of more than one, i.e., nine, project to achieve

an acceptance of the main mining result by the development team of project P. The mining

results from the single project P were at first, more or less, discarded without much reflection,

since the project was ‘special’, and carried out under specific circumstances. Convincing the

Table 4 Percentages of cases
that skipped Analysis in the
projects P1–P9

Project Number
of cases

Analysis
skipped (%)

P 6,870 70

P1 343 33.82

P2 40,255 49.07

P3 10 10.00

P4 2,215 4.33

P5 195 32.82

P6 1,046 69.89

P7 2,228 33.39

P8 268 76.49

P9 785 79.62
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development team with the same kind of results from nine other projects indicates that the

discovery of structural process deviations requires data from several projects.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a case study on the practical application of software process

mining in an industrial company. The subject for process mining in this case study was the

‘actual’ CCB process. Data collected and stored in ten software development projects have

been used. These data capture the changing status of defects as they are handled by a CCB.

The CCB process is ‘officially’ described in quality manuals of the company.

Process mining strongly depends on the quality of collected and stored data, and a quite

large number of process instances in the available data sets had to be filtered out due to

incompleteness. However, the paper shows that a careful data preparation can lead to

useful event logs for the mining of processes, despite the fact that the data were originally

not collected and stored to carry out process mining. Still, the efficiency and effectiveness

of process mining can substantially benefit from well-structured data definition and col-

lection guidelines and thus high-quality data sets.

The ‘actual’ CCB process models could be successfully discovered from the event logs

using process mining algorithms. A second important result of this research is that a

‘structural’ deviation could be identified in the ‘actual’ CCB process models, in compar-

ison with the ‘official’ CCB process. This deviation is the skipping, in a high number of

cases (70%), of an important task in the ‘official’ CCB process, i.e., the task Analysis.
Initially, this deviation has been identified in a case study on a project P that has been

addressed first in this paper. This deviation was then discarded by the development team

because of the exceptional project characteristics of that project. After carrying out the

same type of process mining on the (prepared) data of nine other software development

projects, it appeared that the same deviation as in project P was found. As a consequence,

the deviation was called ‘structural’ and accepted by the project management as being a

serious problem. Consequently, it has been decided to study this deviation further in order

to improve the ‘official’ CCB process in the quality manual and/or to improve the ‘actual’

way of working in the CCB process. The paper has shown that detailed and well-founded

software process improvements can be based on the results of analyzing and constructing

explicit process models, i.e., on the results of process mining.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Noncom-
mercial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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